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Introducing Sunrise Senior Living
• Sunrise is a leading provider of care for older people
• There are 27 Sunrise communities (homes) and in 2014 we
welcomed an additional 12 Gracewell neighbourhoods
(homes) across England and Wales, totalling 3300 residents
• Our communities provide a range of services, from residential
and dementia care to respite and independent living, keeping
the resident at the heart of what we do.

•
•

Some press…..

Identity and Unique status
• Gracewell
• Boutique bespoke feel, smaller intimate
rooms, chic, stylish
• Sunrise
• Open plan mansion house feel, sweeping
staircase, concierge, bistro, central restaurant

Hurdles in blending 2 companies
•
•
•
•
•
•

Own menu system and procedures
different resident spend on food
Silo working
No dining model, although signatures
No forums or group training
Defensive and protective staff, uncertain..

Approaches included…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Quick wins eg new blenders, squash dispensers, new bottles for
fortification, managed suppliers
Listening and valuing
Introducing CLEAR systems and equipment in a timely way eg menu
planning, budgeting, stock control, HACCP and food safety management
Hand holding with specifics…. from the dining team
Care catering integration including new manual
Being held to account through audit and appraisal / supervision
Forums and specific Chef training eg dysphagia, nutrition, fortification
CDSC roles introduced as support layer (all NACC members)
Introducing innovations and awards

Manual design – topic by topic
• Topic statistics – set the scene
• Training content – why you do what you do – with
input from Health Professionals
• Multiple choice quiz
• Specific protocols care and catering
• Systems to simplify eg bottles for shakes which are
disposable, diet notification system, meal trackers
• Resident information

My role with the NACC
• I’m a member like each of you…..with little
time and a big passion
• Joined in 2013 (South East), looking for guidance in
my role
• Used the guidance and networking
• Met my now boss at Sunrise (joined them in 2014)
• NACC Award winner 2013, Foodservice Cateys Award
winner 2015,

NACC Mission Statement
The main aims and objectives of the NACC are:
•To promote and enrich the standard of catering within the care sector,
•To provide a forum for debate among individuals, companies and
organisations
•To facilitate the exchange of information, experience and expertise.
•To promote the development of professional standards among those
involved in catering for the care sector.
•To commission research into matters relating to catering for the care sector.
•To publish guidelines, policy papers and authoritative statements on all
aspects of catering for the care sector.

NACC highlights for me
• Fast paced learning and trying to make a
difference in a great association
– Networking
– Working groups
– CPD
– Events -TDF, Care Home Catering Forum, Food
Matters Live
– Awards and meeting winners: Cateys, Cost Sector,
NACC

Awards lead to other awards

Nutrition and Hydration Manual
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dysphagia
Fortification
Dementia
Nutrition
Hydration
Allergies and intolerances
Blood Sugar Balance

Signposting on obesity, cholesterol, low sodium and
diverticulosis

Resident focus leaflets –
What is the benefit for us?
Our kidneys are amazing
They filter our blood 40 times a day through 140
miles of tubes and a million filters. They produce 1.5
litres of urine a day to get rid of toxins and waste
products from our body. We can help our kidneys to
work better by drinking plenty.

Do you know how hard our kidneys work?
They use
they
urine.
harder if
hydrated.

a quarter of our energy as
remove toxins and make
And they have to work even
we don’t drink enough to stay

How

much should we drink?

On
1500ml of
we
eat
this
need
to

average we should drink
fluid (we get fluid from food
too but this isn’t counted in
calculation). On a hot day we
drink more.

How
cup?

much is in a mug or a

A
mug
may hold up to 300ml
whereas a cup may hold only about 150ml. If you enjoy drinking

Nutrition – a few questions?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

What is the number of calories we aim for our residents in a day?
How do we balance blood sugar?
Which nutrient supports growth and repair?
Which nutrient has the most energy per kcal?
How much should elderly residents drink in a day?
How much is in a mug (average)?
What colour should wee be (generally) to indicate sufficient hydration?
How much fibre do we need per day?
Which vitamin is lacking in elderly residents diet?
Which has the most fibre, per average portion: baked beans, peas,
wholemeal bread, apple

